STRENGTHENING ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS THROUGH LEADERSHIP, INCLUSION, AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
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GenLead/BelongLab uniquely utilizes data combined with the subjective experience to engage organizations and individuals in visionary institutional and professional development with a keen eye on the value of diverse perspectives. We start by gaining a firm understanding of our clients’ values, mission, culture, and goals in order to build and implement tailored programs with lasting impact.

TESTIMONIALS

"Neha has a unique combination of skills - she is a personable, warm, and insightful coach whom people trust, and she is a valued thought partner, drawing on her years of experience working with diverse populations. She has a deep understanding of the complexities of leadership and organizational systems. She is smart, passionate, and the kind of person that inspires big thinking."
- Jamie Woolf, Leadership Development Manager, Pixar

"Neha has the ability to empathize and connect with her audience and to inspire them... It has been such an honor to be able to work with Neha and attend her workshops."
- Joan Li, UC Berkeley

WE BELIEVE IN

CREATING A WORLD AND WORKSPACE WHERE EVERYONE IS PART OF THE IN-GROUP

SERVICES

INDIVIDUAL & GROUP COACHING

We coach individuals and groups on career transition/transformation, on-ramping back into career, working through career and job challenges, developing as a leader, offering one’s authentic gifts and unique perspectives to one’s profession, people management, and creating highly effective teams.

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

We integrate assessment, strategic consulting, training, online instructions, and coaching to create profound organizational transformation. We provide tailored and engaging keynotes/panel talks as well as multi-modal training and development programs on topics such as inclusion & belonging (including reducing implicit bias), capitalizing on generational diversity, tapping into peak confidence and creativity of employees, leadership & professional development, and team-building.